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Director's Corner
Hello All,
I have had a good summer of
flying and attending several events in
the North West. I'm still working on
understanding those 4 stroke gas
engines however I think the worst is
behind me. All things being equal the
plan is to be on the Expert trail next
year.
In the first week of November
per the NorthWest Scale AeroModellers by-laws we are due for
elections of the Area Coordinators;
Alaska, Alberta, Idaho, British
Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and
Montana.
Currently we have Alberta Jean Belair, British Columbia - Gregg
LeWarne( wants to step down),
Washington - Bob Bailey, Idaho - Mike
Ingram, Oregon - Scott Enochs, Alaska
- vacant, Montana- Vacant.
Let me know if you are
interested in representing Scale AeroModellers in your areas - it's easy
(communication) and not difficult or
time consuming.
Events to come:
Next on the horizon is the US Scale
Masters Championships in Woodland,
California. From all reports it appears
there will be a good turnout with quite
a few attending from the North West.

More details:
http://www.wdarc.org/aerialview.h
tml
Championship schedule and event
details;
http://www.usscalemasters.org/fo
rums/
If you are there look for the
new NorthWest Scale AeroModellers flags and drop over to
say hello.
For those participating remember
to sign up for a static judging time
on the SM website & make a
reservation for RV parking & Hotel
accommodations. Details are on
the above links.
It's time to start thinking
about next year's events; approach
your clubs to see if some Fun Scale
events can be started.
Send in sanctions to AMA/MAAC
and if applicable to Scale Masters.
Thanks to all the judges for
their contributions to Scale AeroModelling over this summer;
without your help we would not
have a active national Scale
program.
I can't say enough to thank
the Judges who participate in the
Scale Programs. You are so
important for without you we
would not have a program.
If you are interested in this aspect
of the hobby check out the details
on the NWSAM website.
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Director's Corner (cond)
The World FAI Championships for VOLUME
F4C - RC Scale,
2, isISSUE 4
scheduled for July 18 to 27, 2014, in France.
The FAI source for model rules is:
http://www.fai.org/ciam-documents
Importance of US Scale Masters Qualifiers:
I started counting the number of people who
qualified for the US Scale Masters Championships
and stopped at over 250. This is a very good showing
and I would think a good source for FAI World
Championships Team selection.
The American Scale team selection committee
should consider this as a source for their team
selection.
We need more qualifiers in Canada.
This year at the RC Scale NATS (National Aero
Modelling Championships) I counted 13 participants
in the Team, Designer and Expert categories.
Results;
http://www.nasascale.org/nats13-rcresults.htm
NASA news letter:
http://www.nasascale.org/pdfs/natsnews13/071413
.pdf
Canadian World Championships Team Selection;
In the past the team was selected at one event
which meant people would, in some cases required
up to 8 days or more of travel to and from the event.
Safety: If you haven't checked out your radio's "Fail
Safe" - try it out (2.4GHz radios have this preprogrammed).
Before starting the engine turn on your radio
Transmitter and Receiver then turn off the
transmitter, throttle should go to minimum or close.
Then with the plane secured, try it with the engine
running. In the future this may be a required safety
check at AMA & MAAC sanctioned events.
Best Regards,
Roly Worsfold - NorthWest Scale Aero-Modellers Director
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NWSAM in OREGON
October-December 2012

2013 Oregon Scale Fly-In & USSMA Challenge
We’ll claim success for the first Oregon
Scale Fly-In & USSMA Challenge. The event was
held Saturday and Sunday, Sept 14-15, at Fly-A-Ways
Field in North Plains Oregon. Thanks to the efforts
of many the field was in its best shape ever. The FlyA-Ways site offers both grass and geotex runways.
Both are 33ft wide. The geotex extends for 550 ft
and the grass is 600+ ft long. The flight zone is wide
open farmland over 80+ acres. Pilots face north, so
sun is not a problem…when there is sun. 
All the preparation was in place. The
runways were groomed, the infield set with pilot
safety stations at the ready, safety and deadlines
marked, spectators’ tent and chairs in place,
command tent set-up with PA system, extra
sanitation brought in, new judges trained and ready
alongside seasoned judges for static and
competition flights, concessions in place, and the
Civil Air Patrol (CAP) Cadets on duty for spectator
parking and ready to assist the Air Boss with air
traffic control. A local hotel offered special event
rates. Public announcements had been posted on
multiple “what to do this weekend” sites and the
event had some print in the Oregonian local
newspaper. All local clubs received e-mail
invitations and a wider e-mail distribution reached
scale RC flyers throughout the Northwest. Whew!
Yes, it was a lot of prep! We were ready for a
MAJOR event.
To pg. 3
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Oregon -Continued from pg. 2
And….we had a blast! Saturday started with a fairly
heavy overcast, but by noon the clouds were breaking and
the afternoon was spectacular. The spectator parking lot
had 50 cars jammed in and the CAP Cadets were searching
for overflow parking. Unfortunately there was limited
attendance by scale RC flyers, both for the Fly-In and the
USSMA Challenge. A total of 16 fliers registered for the
weekend, 9 for the Fly-In and 7 for the USSMA Challenge.
Challenge entries in Advanced, Team, and Expert
underwent static judging on Saturday with flight rounds
scheduled for Sunday. Kelly Martin was the only ProAm
flyer and he flew his 1/3 scale Super Cub on Saturday. As
Kelly flew, his flight maneuvers were described over the PA
for the benefit of the spectators. In addition to Kelly, Fly-In
pilots kept the spectators entertained as did a few of the
Challenge flyers with practice flights.
Gordon’s BBQ kept everyone very well fed. There
was a late afternoon model line-up on the runway to give
everyone a chance to see the models up close and cast
their vote for their favorite model in the People’s Choice
award.
The rain hit overnight Saturday and for the most
part Sunday was a washout. Sunday’s highlight was an
appearance by the “Sequestered Angels” flying four
“downsized” F/A-18’s with all the fun and excitement of the
full sized Blue Angels. With flying rounds washed out for
the USSMA Challenge the order of finish was decided by
static score.

EXPERT
Place Pilot
1
Scott Enochs
2
Don Schaefer
3
Jose Gutierrez
4
Lance Norby

Aircraft
Static
Nieuport 11
96.25
Fokker DVII
94.50
Bf-109
90.50
Fairchild AU-23A 83.25
Peacemaker

TEAM
Place Pilot/Builder
Aircraft
1
Bernie Boland Stinson SR-10
Bill Ensley
ADVANCED
Place Pilot
Aircraft
1
Bernie Boland Fairchild 24
2
Dave Schwirian Alvatross Dva

Static
99.5
Static
97.00
91.50
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The event wrapped up just after noon Sunday
with awards and prizes. Ribbons were presented to the
USSMA Challenge entries for 3 rd, 2cd, and 1st place finish in
each competition class.
A major goal of the event was to provide local
flyers with an opportunity to qualify for the USSMA
National Championship. Four new flyers qualified…not
bad! Bill Ensley took home the People’s Choice award for
his gorgeous Stinson SR-10. All pilots were provided a
ticket to win one of many pilot prizes totaling $1,350 in
value. Prizes were donated by Balsa USA (6 gift
certificates for 20% off purchases with up to $150 off per
purchase), Bernie Boland of Boland Technologies…BTI…(4
each of the BTI Fly LED lighting system for RC aircraft at
$89.95 each), and a $100 gift certificate from Nelson
Hobbies. Thank you all! The grand prize was a Top Flite
Gold Edition Cessna 182 ARF. This was a very well
received raffle. Everyone wanted the Cessna. The lucky
winner was Paul Flemming. Paul traveled down from
Washington to help out with the event and to flight judge.
Good going Paul!
Fly-A-Ways will hold this
event again next year. We’ll try to assess why attendance
was limited to 16 pilots and make adjustments…possibly
moving the event date forward into August or July. It was
a lot of fun! Thanks to all who attended and to those that
helped with planning and field prep.
Final Results for the Oregon Scale USSMA Challenge

PRO AM PRO
Place Pilot
1
Kelly Martin
Static Flight Avg
30
88.875

Aircraft
PA-18 Super Cub
Total
118.875

Many thanks to all these pilots who
helped make this inaugural event a success
and congratulations to all those who qualified
for the finals.
We look forward to making it bigger next
year.
Scott Enochs
Oregon Coordinator
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Some of the Oregon Challenge Competitors...

The Host club – The Fly-A-Ways of North Plains
Pilots Choice line up

Kelly Martin's PA-18 Super Cub

Lance Norby's scratch-built Fairchild AU-23A

Jose Gutierrez's Bf-109 taxis out for another
smooth flight; has flaps and slats
Bernie Boland puts the Fairchild 24 through
another super scale flight.
Continued on Page 5
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Oregon Challenge...

Civil Air Patrol members drooling over the big raffle
prize. They were a terrific help with parking.

Bill Ensley took Pilots Choice with his Stinson SR-10
and deservedly so, it is a finish masterpiece.

Dave Schwirian put lots of scale details on his ARF
Fokker DVa and made it look scratch-built.

This event was also a scale fun-fly and there were
lots of them representing all eras as can be seen.
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NWSAM in Idaho

2013 North West Scale
Aeromodelers
Championship
It all started with a concept after the
Scale Masters Championship in 2009 that was
held in Wenatchee Washington. The concept is
really quite simple, make it easy and accessible
for all scale enthusiasts to have a
Championship level event in the North West.
After our third annual event that was recently
held in Wenatchee Washington on August 16 th
– 18th 2013, I am pleased to report that our
concept is now proven. From very humble
beginnings in 2011 of 10 contestants, to 23
contestants in 2013 we are growing in
enthusiasm and numbers.
I can remember back to my first scale
event and thinking, there is no way I can ever
compete with those scale guys. Well, after
watching Eugene Job fly his award winning
Hawker Sea Fury and seeing his pant legs
shaking the entire flight, I figured out that those
“scale guys” put their pants on one leg at a time
just like I do. What I also learned is that
practice makes perfect and that having one of
those “scale guys” coach and critique me was a
huge benefit. What is most pleasing to me is to
see the newbies in scale wanting to learn and
compete. When I hear the newbies asking us
old salts “what can I do to improve my scores”, I
know we have someone hooked on scale.
In 2012 there were several new faces at
the NWSAM Championships who really jumped
into scale in a big way. Over the course of the
last 12 months I have witnessed a marked
improvement in their flying skills and an
unparalleled level of enthusiasm. Del Herring
from the Wenatchee Red Apple Flyers (RAF)
holds a monthly scale practice day for any club
members who want to give that “scale thing” a
try.
It must be working because I now see
numerous Red Apple Flyers not only attending
scale competitions here in the North West, but I
see several of the Red Apple Flyers in the
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winner's circle.
The Red Apple Flyers even had one of
those IMAC guys give it a try and is giving me a
run for the money. I also hope I have made a
new friend in the process and I hope he is willing
to give me some lessons? I think we will be
seeing Mr. Stucky and several of the Red Apple
Flyers in the winner’s circle on a regular basis
What does the future hold for NWSAM? I
am currently working on our rule book revisions,
additions, and deletions for the 2014 season. We
have received tentative approval from the
Wenatchee Red Apple Flyers to have the 2014
NWSAM Championship again in Wenatchee
Washington. Having a central location and a
flying site with the amazing amenities that the
RAF enjoys is a huge benefit to all scale
enthusiasts here in the North West. I think our
future is very bright and I most certainly am
looking forward to 2014. It’s never too early to get
started on your winter projects for the 2014
season!
Respectfully,
Mike Ingram
Vice Director NWSAM

A few of the many fine planes and their pilots at
the NWSAM Championships this year.

Jay Schoening of Lynden, WA and his P-39
placed 4th in ProAm Sportsman
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Doug Stucky from Cashmere, Wa and his
Aeronca C-3, 3rd in ProAm Pro.
Paul Haynes of Redmond, OR and his
Nieuport 28, 6th in Expert

Randy Smithhisler of Edgewood, WA and his
electric J-3 Cub, 2nd in Expert

Virgil Johnson of Wenachee, WA and his
Taylorcraft, 2nd ProAm Sportsman

Bob Sheer from Kamloops, BC and his
Super Cub, 3rd in Advanced

Dan Idorn of Simmerland, BC and his
scratch-built Twin Otter, 8th in Expert

PG 7
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Mike Ingram of Caldwell, ID and his Super
Chipmunk, 2nd in Advanced

Dick Moore of Wenachee, WA and his J-3 Cub
placed 3rd in ProAm Sportsman
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Mike also flew this beautiful Hawker Sea Fury,
2nd in ProAm Pro

Duane Kaasa of Leavenworth, WA and his
Nieuport 28, 1st in Advanced
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Russ Armstrong of Burlington, WA and his very
large P-47 Razorback, 4th in Advanced
Mike Brewer (builder) and Mike Ingram (pilot)
2
entered as the team of M with a Stinson took
2nd in Team

Mike Brewer from Astoria, OR and his
Ercoupe, 3rd in Expert
Ward Emigh of Bothell, WA and his Fairchild
PY-23, 5th in Expert

Tom Wolf came all the way from Goleta, CA to
take top honors of 2013 NWSAM Champion
with his 1/5 scale DeHavilland Mosquito FBV1

Scott Enochs of Gaston, OR and
his Nieuport 11, 4th in Expert
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Roly Worsford (builder) and Rick Stucky (pilot)
entered in Team, 1st in Team
AMA Hall of Fame'er, Dick Hansen from
Portland, OR flew his Sopwith 1-1/2 Strutter,
7th in Expert

Roly Worsford from Kamloops, BS brought his
DeHavilland Chipmunk, 4th in ProAm Pro

Rick Stucky of Wenatchee, WA flew this
immaculate Ryan PT-22, 1st in ProAm Pro

Del Herring of Wenatchee, WA and his J-3
Cub, 1st in ProAm Sportsman
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Hints, Tips & Tricks
This month's tip comes courtesy of our Oregon
Coordinator, Scott Enochs.
Laminated Leading Edges and Wingtips
One of my current building projects is a ¼
scale Albatros DVa. Though a very complete
and high quality kit, I was disappointed with the
material supplied for the wing leading edges,
the pre-bent reed supplied for the wingtips, and
the formed leading edge for the horizontal
stab. Dowels were supplied for both the upper
and lower wing leading edges. It’s just too
difficult to get a dowel long enough for a
leading edge that isn’t warped. I pulled them
out of kit and set them aside; pretty much the
same for the pre-bent reed wingtips and preformed stabilizer leading edge. I’ve worked
with reed briefly and generally don’t like it. My
solution was to replace these kit parts with
laminated structures.

Figure 1 displays the 5/16 dowel supplied with
the kit for the leading edge and the 1/8 X 1/2
Spruce, 1/8 X 1/2 Bass, and 1/8 X 3/8 Bass
that I used for the laminate. The laminate
materials were chosen to build a slightly
oversized leading edge that could easily be
planed and sanded to shape. Spruce was
used for the base layer for strength, and bass
for the outer layers for strength, low weight,
and machinability. It’s fairly easy to find 48”
lengths that are straight and true.

Next step is to glue the pieces together. I used
thick CA to bond the laminate.

The fronts of the wing ribs were supplied with a
circular edge to accept the dowel. I cut the
fronts flat, leaving enough wood to form a tab
that could fit into a slot to be cut into the
leading edge. I then used a miter saw to slot
the spruce at every rib. All that’s left to do is
press the slotted leading edge onto the rib tabs
and wick thin CA into the slots to glue in place.
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Wingtips are a bit more involved since
they require bending and forming. However,
the good news is that the thin pieces bend
very easily before they are bonded together. I
soak wood in water with some ammonia
added to soften it for bending and forming.
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While the sticks are soaking make up a
bending jig from scrap wood. Remove wood from
the soaking tube, stack them in the order they will
be laminated, and clamp in the jig. Let them dry
overnight clamped in the jig.
Unlike the leading edge, which was glued
up into a laminate before gluing to the ribs, I glue
up one layer at a time for the wingtips. Each layer
is very pliable and it’s easy to match the shape of
the wingtip to the shape on the plan. Again, I used
CA to build up the laminate, gluing a short section
at a time.
In Figure 8 you can see that the laminate
parts are made long so they can be individually
trimmed to length as the wingtip is built up layer by
layer. Cut and fit the first layer to the leading and
trailing edges and the spars, then cut, fit, and glue
up the next layers one at a time. Note in the
photos that the leading and trailing edges are cut
to fit to the wingtip after the wingtip is in place.

Get a long piece of 2” diameter PVC tube
and some fittings to seal one end and have a
screw cap on the other. Fill the tube with
water, a spritz of ammonia, insert sticks, cap
the tube, and walk away for an hour or so.

Four layers of alternating bass and balsa and
the reed wingtip they replace.
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Close up. You can see the 4 layers.

1st layer fitted.

The wing leading edge planed to shape.
All 4 layers in place.
The leading edge of the horizontal stab
was made in an identical fashion to the
wingtips. Once the laminate is glued up it can
be cut, planed, and sanded to final shape.

NWSAM in Washington
Just got back from another gorgeous day flying scale
planes, this time at the CMAA Warbirds Over
Monroe near the WA State Fairgrounds in Monroe.
Quiet a good turnout with models from many era.
We still have one more scale meet this year, Cascade
Dawn Patrol and Golden Age, Oct. 5 at the Cascade
Family Flyers field. All scale planes are welcome,
hope to see you there for this Indian Summer event.
Bob Bailey,

The finished project. Left hand
stabilizer leading edge.

Washington Coordinator
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Musings from the Editor
I think this is the biggest newsletter to date
and for good reason. We're including photos from
two meets in this one; the inaugural Oregon
Challenge (a USSMA qualifier) and the NWSAM
Scale Championships. According to those who have
attended all the NWSAM Championships, entries
have almost tripled from the first year. That's a
great sign that scale in the NW is not only
flourishing, but growing.
This year I was finally able to attend the
Championships and did my part as both a static and
flight judge. Next year, I hope to compete. Word is
that the Red Apple Flyers are willing to host the
meet again next year. I can't think of a better place.
It was my first time visiting their field and all I can
say was that it lived up to all
the hype. It truly is a magnificent venue. But, even
more so were the club members. Never was I made
to feel so welcome and appreciated for giving of my
time as I was that weekend.
With this issue, we're starting a new feature
with members showing off their in-progress
projects. The reason for showing in-progress rather
than finished is to encourage others who may be on
the fence about starting something new. With the
proliferation of ARF's, some may be hesitant to take
on a project that involves more than a couple hours
of assembly and that's okay. I don't think any of us
jumped in with both feet when we got started in
the hobby and we shouldn't expect that of those
who are weighing their options.
Anyone interest in sharing their project with
the rest of the NWSAM gang, can simply email a
photo or two directly to me along with a description
of the project (specs, materials, etc.) and any other
interesting tidbits about the plane and it will be in
the next issue. If I get more than one, the chances
are good they all will be in. Since the events for the
year are pretty much over, this will be great
material so the newsletter doesn't look like a
glorified brochure! Since this is the first
announcement and you are just now finding out, I'll
sacrifice my project for the first one. (Well,
someone's got to do it.)
But first, some other miscellaneous news.

FOR SALE - A built 1/4 Scale - Clark Industries Tiger
Moth for $400.00 or best offer plus shipping.
All replies are to be to belairscalerc@shaw.ca or
(780)458-8971
Mark Lanterman of Airborne Media has created a
site that includes photos and videos of scale
projects and events from all over the country. I've
checked it out myself and can honestly say that if
you can't find a subject to get you excited enough to
make it an upcoming project, then you're being way
too picky.
To visit the NASA Photostream, click here:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/99965155@N02/
To visit the NASA photos sets, click here
http://www.flickr.com/photos/99965155@N02/set
s/
To visit the NASA site, click here: nasascale.org
Another great site for scale and all things related, is
Scale Aviator International. Their site can be found
at: http://www.scaleaviatorint.com/
I'm still looking for great Hints and Tip type articles
similar to the one Scott contributed this issue
covering laminating leading edges and wing tips.
After having been in the hobby over 46 years, I'm
still amazed at how much more there is to learn.
Articles like Scott's are the cornerstones of the vast
amount of knowledge there is concerning our
hobby. As much as we think we do, individually we
can't know everything and it's comforting to know
we have others we can call on to fill in the blanks.
So, step up to the plate and share your discovery of
how to do something better, faster or cheaper and
feel good about helping the next guy or gal.
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Projects in Progress
So, you like 'em different, eh? Well, I've got one that
is in the category of “it's so ugly, it's cool.” The
Handley Page HP-50 Heyford came on the scene in
1934 and was last on the books in 1941 and never
say any action being as it was pretty much obsolete
from the first day. There are no existing examples
remaining with only a handful of misc. parts in a
few museums. I bought a plastic model of it way
back in the mid 80's thinking it would be a good
subject.
I found a short kit on eBay a year ago and
snatched it up for probably more than it was worth,
but the heart knows what the heart wants so... I
finally got around to starting in this past January
and this is it so far. Some specs:
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Using plans from Alan Morgan, it spans 110” with a
wing area of 24 sq. feet. Length is about 7' and
stands about 18” to the top of the wing when level.
Covering is SIG's Kover-All and I'm using clear
nitrate dope for adhesive and sealer. Final colors
will be from Warbird Colors. Weight will be in the
35-38 lb. Range. Power is twin RCV 90 FS's with APC
16 x 12 4-bladed props. Mains are DuBro 7”
wheels. Radio will be the new Spektrum DX 9 with
about 12 servos. Features will be operating leading
edge slats (after all, it is a Handley Page – the slat
developers) and 8 droppable bombs. All hardware
and fittings were custom made as nothing off the
shelf would have worked. Taxi tests followed by test
flights are planned for late February or early March.
Videos and photos will be taken and posted
regardless of outcome...
Photo by David Bybee of Vancouver, WA

